Watching Wildlife

Resources

Through the Eyes of Birds

Organizations and Websites

|

• Massachusetts Audubon Society
• NatureSound Studio
• OWLink Media

|

|

massaudubon.org

naturesound.com

owlinkmedia.com

• Tom Brown’s Tracker School
• White Pine Programs

|

|

trackerschool.com

whitepineprograms.org

• Wilderness Awareness School

|

wildernessawareness.org

Books
Animal Tracking Basics
Jon Young and Tiffany Morgan.
Stackpole Books, 2007. (Chapter 11)

Mark Elbroch and Eleanor Marks. Stackpole Books, 2001.

Backyard Wildlife

Exploring Natural Mystery

It’s possible that animals live all around you—

Jon Young. OWLink Media, 2001.

and you don’t see them! Let birds fill you in. You

Tracing its origins to the 19th-century

Guide to Bird Behavior, Vols. I – III
Stokes Nature Guide Series

can learn from birds anywhere, including your own

Boston Society of Natural History, the

Donald and Lillian Stokes. Little, Brown and Company, 1979.

Museum maintains a long tradition of

Tracking & the Art of Seeing:
How to Read Animal Tracks & Sign

how these things change.

Paul Rezendes. Harper Collins, 1999.

Now apply the lessons in this guide. Why did sparrows

The Way of the Scout

just burst out of the hedge? Look for a predator on

Tom Brown, Jr. Berkley Books, 1995. (Chapter 10)

the other side. Why does a robin always make agitated

A World of Discovery

teaching and learning in the life sciences.
Today, as dramatic growth in bioscience
research unleashes a cascade of information,

At the same time, engaging exhibits such as
A Bird’s World invite adults and children
alike to deepen their understanding of the
timeless fundamentals at the heart of all
scientific inquiry and innovation.

they make, and when they usually feed. Notice

sounds near that thicket? Look for an animal trail.

we are helping the public keep pace with the
rapid flow of new questions and new insights.

yard. Observe their body language, what sounds

Audiotapes / CDs

Who knows? The animal behind the hedge may be

Advanced Bird Language
Jon Young. OWLink Media, 1999. (Six-tape series)

a fox. The trail in the thicket may be used by skunks

Backyard Bird Walk
Lang Elliot. NorthSound Music Group, 1994.

detect the creatures that were there all along!

Learning the Language of Birds
Jon Young. OWLink Media, 1997. (Single tape)
Marsh Bird Walk
Lang Elliot. NorthSound Music Group, 1994.

or raccoons. As an informed wildlife watcher, you can

Birds are everywhere we go—trails, beaches, yards,
parks. They are probably our most watchable wildlife,
and they also offer us a unique form of knowledge.
Constantly on the alert for danger, birds notice every
creature nearby. If we observe birds closely, we begin
to perceive what they perceive: an owl roosting on a
shadowy branch, a fox trotting along a fence, a bobcat
walking a secret trail. In addition to featuring the
Museum’s extraordinary collection of mounted New
England birds, A Bird’s World shows you how to sharpen
your wildlife observation skills by interpreting bird voices
and behavior to detect predators hiding nearby.
A permanent Museum exhibit, A Bird’s World is free with
Exhibit Halls admission.

A Bird’s World was made possible through the support of the
National Science Foundation, Charles Blake Charitable Trust,
William Brewster Fund, Dr. John D. Houghton Exhibit Fund,
Mrs. Thornton Stearns, and others.

Courtesy of A Bird’s World

Go to “Bird Voices” and “Bird Body Language”
to learn some specific bird behaviors that will
alert you to nearby wildlife. Then start watching
wildlife through the eyes of birds!

Museum of Science Science Park Boston, MA 02114-1099 mos.org

EX-07-732

Bird Tracks & Sign:
A Guide to North American Species

About the Exhibit

Bird Voices

Bird Body Language

When using birds to discover hidden animals
around you, remember five categories of sounds,
or five “voices.” You can identify voice types without having to know what kind of bird is calling.

Alarm calls are usually accompanied by action.
These behaviors all indicate that other animals are
nearby. Use them to help you detect hidden creatures!

Bullet
The first four are “baseline” voices. The birds
making these calls perceive no immediate threat:

Song Repeated notes that form a pattern. The
classic vocalizations recorded on bird CD’s, these
are generally heard in early morning, especially
in spring.

Contact Short, rhythmic, and relaxed. These calls
help keep pairs, families, and flocks together when
they are moving around and feeding.

Territorial Defense Short, sharp, and angry. These

In the air, bird flocks
scatter in a shotgun
pattern when a hawk
moves in for the kill.

Bird Plow (from a distance)
Birds exploding from one spot in a tree canopy
or thicket tell you that the cause of
their alarm is just behind their
point of dispersal.

You…in a Bird’s World
Hawk Drop

Parabolic

As a hunting raptor approaches from above, birds
sound alarms and drop into cover. Learn which
birds prefer the upper layers of the forest. If you
suddenly see them down at your level, a
hawk or owl may be overhead.

Frightened birds sometimes become aggressive
and mob a stationary predator. Surrounding it in
a dome shape, they
keep their eyes and
beaks pointed toward
the unwelcome animal.
The birds’ perched height
indicates how high the
animal can jump.

Do you move in a tunnel of silence? If you walk
through the woods looking like a predator, you too (like
the hawk) cause disturbances ahead of you, while producing silence immediately around you. It’s possible to
spend your entire life in this tunnel of silence—as other
life quite literally passes you by.
To see more wildlife, move in a way
that minimizes disturbance.

Here’s how...
Think of yourself in the center

Ditch
When birds abandon a feeder,
a sharp-shinned hawk
or other fast predator
may be approaching.

resemble alarm calls but accompany a brief,
wing-fluttering tussle, often between two males.

of two circles: a circle of

disturbance and a circle

Popcorn
As a predator slinks through cover, birds pop up and down in
a sequence that mirrors the animal’s speed and direction. Watch
a break in the brush for a glimpse of the predator, or wait and
look for the opening it passed through. The opening’s size is a
clue to the animal’s identity.

The fifth bird voice alerts you to a natural
drama being played out close by:

Alarm Short, repeated, urgent chips or shrieks.
Think of alarm calls as news flashes for other
birds. Again, you don’t have to know who’s calling;
chipmunks and squirrels have alarm voices too!
You’ve heard alarm calls before (as when
backyard birds scold the neighbor’s cat).
Now that you can recognize alarm calls, stop,
locate the source, and link the voice with the
bird body language you observe.

of disturbance is bigger than
your circle of awareness,
living things retreat or hide

Startled birds flee from you too, sounding alarms as they go.
To them, you are a threat. Animals
you might otherwise have seen
respond to the bird alarms
and sneak away or hide.

disturbance

before you get close enough
to see them.

a

Bird Plow (from your vantage point)

reness

of awareness. If your circle

Fledgling “Feed me!” Harsh, annoying, and
repetitive. Look for a young bird that calls while
following another bird around.
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Hook

When you begin to move
more quietly, you will
start to glimpse fleeing
animals. Now your

Driven away by a disturbance, a bird may
fly to a safe vantage point. As it turns
and looks back, it shows you where the
action is.

circle of disturbance and

disturbance

circle of awareness are
the same diameter.

Tunnel of Silence
Safety Barrier
Sometimes birds move from cover and perch
near you. As a top threat in most habitats,
you can sometimes serve as a shield or
safety barrier. Birds will linger just
out of your reach until the
danger passes.

Sentinel
Sometimes a disturbance draws
a curious bird up to a lookout
point. Here it faces the action,
peering in its initial direction
of flight.

A raptor in motion, such as a hawk,
pushes alarm calls before it like a
pressure wave. But birds directly
in its path dare not draw attention
to themselves by calling, so the
predator advances through a
“tunnel of silence.”

If you work at it—by practicing in our exhibit’s “sneaking corridor,”
for instance—your circle of disturbance can
become smaller than your circle
of awareness. Then you will see
animals behave as they do when
people (and other threats) are
not present. You will no longer
cause bird alarms. Now, any
alarms you hear indicate
other predators around you.
Look for these creatures!
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You’ll enjoy a richer
experience of the wild.

awareness

